Please note below is a summary of changes made to IROC the morning of 12/21/2020:

**Incident related:**
- Added the ability to close an incident with requests that are partially filled.
- Removed the ability to set an IROC incident to invalid while it is open and has requests.
- Added the ability to set an invalid IROC incident to valid.
- Removed the ability to close an incident with open requests.
- Added functionality to auto-close incidents which are over ten days old and have no requests.

**ICBS related:**
- Requests from ICBS now populate the Requesting Contact, Shipping Contact and Assigning Contact information on the request.
- Temporary resources created in IROC for requests filled by ICBS will display the cache as the Home Dispatch, Provider and Home Unit, with the exception of radio kits, which will display the National Interagency Incident Communication Division (NIICD) for the Home Dispatch, Provider and Home Unit. This will prevent these resources from appearing to belong to the Incident Dispatch and will allow NIICD to view the resources from their center in Portal.

**Misc:**
- Organizational fields on forms in DMT will now do a type-ahead search on either the Name or the Unit Identifier.
- The Dispatch Manager role can now set the Card Expiration Date value of Overhead resources whose System of Record is IROC.
- Resource counts on “Other” tab on the fill screen in Manage Request will not longer include resource where the qualification is hidden (visible = false).
- Temporary trackable resources will be set to inactive and unavailable when their assignment is complete.

To sign up for IROC User Notices go to the following link: https://tinyurl.com/599tp6pf